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continuing her education and also attempting to run the business.

she wanted to try.
with the opportunity to participate in a micro business skills training

what his work actually entailed. Furthermore, no one trusted her

cont’d on back

HasNa staff would like to express our sincere gratitude to the multitude of
generous volunteers and donors. Without you, our work would not be possible.

private sector representatives to Washington,
Armenian and Turkish heritage through
restoration, opening new markets, and tourism.

Armenian architects who maintain historical
buildings, which are also tourist attractions.

historical buildings in Turkey. Through a shared
and Tourism. He also evaluates renovation work.
and Armenians working toward the preservation
learning how to restore old buildings, and that,

the buildings throughout both countries.

currently implementing a two-part program.

by which they could work together to combat
schools. The camp took place in September 2013

most interesting. unbeknownst to many in the
island and the birds that populate it.

Trapping birds is not only a common pastime

market trade—as the birds are served in
both an American and European training

truly appreciate the potential ecological impact

by environmental leaders on the Turkish and

collaborative solutions to their shared problems.
decided to tackle this issue in two ways. With
program alumni!

them the technical skills necessary to produce their digital stories. In
addition, the teens also learned about how to use social media and
place outside the structured sessions, as the teens documented
shared digital stories. The young Armenians and Turks had the

taking photos, and recording sound materials that capture the essence

creating media that allows them to present their lives to the world
in a way that honors their communities and empowers youth. This
results in building solid and sustainable cross-cultural connections
among both the teens and their communities.

weeks traveling in the border areas close to their hometowns to
communities. These materials would be later compiled to create
the digital stories. This process required the teens to approach and

cooperation and highlight cultural similarities, true change and peace
will grow between Turks and Armenians.

best moments to represent their lives.

New Program Highlight: VITA (Volunteer Initiative in Turkey and Armenia)

The success of peacebuilding through agricultural training continues…

received theoretical and practical training. In this way, our participants
were immersed in an environment where they were able to gain the
Agricultural training is easily HasNa’s most developed program

their productivity all while building relationships with each other.

southeastern Turkey who wants to compete on a grander scale, you

lack access to modern agricultural methods and trainings. HasNa’s
training program wrote a short article about the training, describing

pleasure to discover a new culture. Now we understand each other

Dreams Into Reality cont’d
she

In 2009 and 2010, she championed over 24 men in a lube oil
businessperson’s competition. She has also served as the president
her hometown and has told HasNa that she is ready to help and
empower women entrepreneurs.

who don’t believe in what they are doing and show them how she

Upcoming Events!
WHAT: Anatolian Artisans Holiday Sale
WHEN:
WHERE:

Online

WHAT:

Tango for Peace

WHEN:
WHERE:

www.hasna.org. Also be sure to check

